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Status of EFT after Run1!

How do we get the best limits (LO)!

Matching with UV models!

Do we need NLO for Run2?!

Tools: current status 



Apologies:

Will be focusing on!
results with own EFT tools

please see also
eHDECAY!
VBF@NLO

and in the SILH basis

see Rosetta for translation tool



Status of EFT after Run1
where do we stand



one-by-one global

!
Ellis, VS and You.   1404.3667,  1410.7703

LEP constraints 



one-by-one global

stronger in classes of models!
e.g. extended Higgs sectors 

gl
ob

al

!
Gorbahn, No, VS.   1502.07352

!
Ellis, VS and You.   1404.3667,  1410.7703

Run1 constraints 



Run1 constraints 

please see an analysis along the same lines by !!
Eboli, Gonzalez-Fraile, Gonzalez-Garcia, Plehn et al.   

1604.03105,  1505.05516



How do we get the best limits?



Usual searches,

EFT affects momentum dependence: !
angular, pT and inv mass distributions

dijet searches

Dijet angular distribution



Usual searches,

TGCsex.

leading lepton pT

!
growth at high energies 

cutoff: resolve the 
dynamics of the heavy 

NP 

kinematic distribution best 
way to bound TGCs

EFT affects momentum dependence: !
angular, pT and inv mass distributions



Feynrules -> MG5-> pythia->Delphes3!
verified for SM/BGs => expectation for EFT

ATLAS-CONF-2013-079

LHC8
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simulation
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SM

inclusive cross section is less 
sensitive than distribution

!
Ellis, VS and You.   1404.3667,  1410.7703



TGCs constrains new physics too

ATLAS-CONF-2014-033

SM

NP

overflow bin

we followed same validation procedure-> constrain EFT

!
Ellis, VS and You.   1404.3667,  1410.7703



Global fit

without VH with VH

cW

breaking blind directions requires information 
on  VH production



Matching with UV theories
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we need benchmarks to test the validity
Where/how does the EFT break down?
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Breakdown depends on loop-induced or 
tree-level

Gorbahn, No, VS.  1502.07352

1. Tree-level mixing: Higgs+Singlet!
2. Loop-induced EFT: 2HDMs!
3. Tree-level exchange: Radion/Dilaton

Benchmarks: Extended Higgs sectors

At the end of the day, we want to explore new physics!
EFT model-independent approach umbrella for many models!

parallel to EFT analysis, provides link to WG3

besides matching is useful because



In a nutshell, we did the matching!
EFT to UV models

and combined EWPTs, Direct searches and 
Higgs limits in this framework

see 50 pages of gory details
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For example, for 2HDM Matching to EFT: unbroken phase

checked the results by 
matching in the broken 

theory

see e.g. Brehmer, Freitas, Lopez-Val , Plehn.1510.03443
In UV models one can quantify the breakdown of the EFT



Do we need NLO for Run2?
focusing on differential information



SM NLO QCD
Clearly important

see also 
Maltoni et al.  1306.6464, 1311.1829,1407.5089,1503.01656 

Spira et al.  1407.7971 (SUSY) 
Grazzini et al.  1107.1164  

Cansino, Banfi. 1207.0674…  
!

e.g.!
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esp. diboson production

see discussion 
this morning



EFT tools: current status



SMEFT at NLO QCD!
in the SILH basis

1. POWHEG/MCFM

2. aMC@NLO

Mimasu, VS, Williams.  1512.02572

deGrande, Fuks, Mawatari, Mimasu and VS.  1607.XXXX

VH incorporated !
other channels (VBF, ggF) can be added as well!

please contact Ciaran for newest version 
(ciaranwi@buffalo.edu)

In final stages of writing !
Independent of process!

VH, VBF/VV and ggF automatic!
please contact any of us for latest version

mailto:ciaranwi@buffalo.edu


Some results using aMC@NLO
showered with pythia

example of WH
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Some results using aMC@NLO
showered with pythia

example of VBF
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Why two tools?
different dealing of parton shower!
part of the systematic uncertainties
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Wrapping up 

QCD NLO effects are important on these BSM-sensitive regions

The BSM Higgs affects total rates, !
but is more BSMish in specific kinematic regions

(Remember  backgrounds to Higgs signal are also subject to NP effects)

Validity of the EFT and correlation with direct searches/EWPT 
can be done in benchmarks !

could be part of the interpretation of a  global analysis

comparison showering effects and removal of 
EFT^2 terms is now possible Thanks!

Interpretation of Higgs/EW data as EFT global fit !
 useful to theorists: model independent and simple connection to models!
and experimentalists: allows combination of channels and correlation with 

WG3 activities

POWHEG and aMC@NLO tools are available



EFT QCD NLO aMC@NLO !
deGrande, Fuks, Mawatari, Mimasu, VS.   in prep



EFT QCD NLO aMC@NLO !
deGrande, Fuks, Mawatari, Mimasu, VS.   in prep

from Spira, (N)NLO ATLAS



Higgs BRs eHDECAY Contino et al. 1303.3876 and 1403.3381

Production rates and kinematic distributions
depend on cuts!

need radiation and detector effects
Simulation tools 

Leff =
X

i

fi
⇤2

Oi
Collider !

simulation

coefficients

observables
Limit coefficients!

= new physics



The guide to discover New Physics may come 
from precision, and not through direct searches



New Physics could be heavy !
as compared with the channel we look at!

Effective Theory approach

The guide to discover New Physics may come 
from precision, and not through direct searches



New Physics could be heavy !
as compared with the channel we look at!

Effective Theory approach

The guide to discover New Physics may come 
from precision, and not through direct searches

2HDMs

Example.

ŝ . 4M2
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(H†�aDµH)D⌫W a
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Bottom-up approach !
operators w/ SM particles and symmetries, plus the 

newcomer, the Higgs

EFT

LBSM = LSM + Ld=6 + . . .

modification of couplings 
of SM particles

Many such operators,  but few affect the searches we do

Buchmuller and Wyler. NPB (86)

HDOs



Bottom-up approach !
operators w/ SM particles and symmetries, plus the 

newcomer, the Higgs

EFT

Many such operators  but few affect the searches we do

Example 1. LEP physics

+

Ellis, VS, You. 1410.7703



Anomalous couplings vs EFT



Higgs anomalous couplings
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HDOs generate HVV interactions with more derivatives!
parametrization in terms of anomalous couplings

Example.



Higgs anomalous couplings
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HDOs generate HVV interactions with more derivatives!
parametrization in terms of anomalous couplings

Feynman rule for mh>2mV

Example.



Higgs anomalous couplings

�1
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4
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h(p1)

V (p2)

V (p3)

HDOs generate HVV interactions with more derivatives!
parametrization in terms of anomalous couplings

Feynman rule for mh>2mV

Example.

total rates, COM, 
angular, !

inv mass and pT 
distributions



Translation between EFT and 
Anomalous couplings

Alloul, Fuks, VS. 1310.5150 
Gorbahn, No, VS. In preparation
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Translation between EFT and 
Anomalous couplings

Alloul, Fuks, VS. 1310.5150 
Gorbahn, No, VS. In preparation

Within the EFT there are relations among 
anomalous couplings, e.g. TGCs and Higgs physics

similarly for QGCs: also function of the same HDOs



The set-up



1. Feynrules HDOs involving Higgs and TGCs
Alloul, Fuks, VS. 1310.5150

links to CalcHEP, LoopTools, Madgraph...
 HEFT->Madgraph-> Pythia... -> FastSim/FullSim

2.QCD NLO HDOs involving Higgs and TGCs !
VS and Williams. In prep.

Pythia, Herwig... -> FastSim/FullSim
MCFM and POWHEG

In this talk I use

de Grande, Fuks, Mawatari, Mimasu, VS. In preparation for MC@NLO


